
 

                                                   

                                                 Summer 

 

                      The atmosphere is filled with sounds of birds 

                                  It is too warm to wear shirts. 

 

                               The sparkling river flows nearby, 

                              Not a single cloud covers the sky. 

 

                              The sun is shining and it’s so hot, 

                              I might have to drink the next shot. 
 

 

 

 

By Louis Friedrichs and Len Höffker 

 



 

 

 

In the forest away you could fade 

Beneath the trees and their shade; 

Watch the vines climb up the tree 

With an absence of people to see 

 

In the fields you could lay 

On a warm summer’s day 

 With the cool grass at your feet  

To protect you from heat 

 

You can keep the world at bay 

And escape your dismay 

By simply ceasing to talk 

And going for a walk 

 
    

 

 

 

 

 

By Sebastian Logemann and Nick Ghafourian 

 
  

 

  



   

 

   Loneliness  

It haunts me 

 

Every time I’m with someone 

The company makes me feel alone 

But gazing at trees and stars 

I finally feel at home 

 

Feeling the gentle breeze 

I suddenly feel at ease 

 

Is it wrong that the company of my fellow beings can never provide 

The comfort of nature gives me looking at this lake side? 

 

Solitude 

It calms me 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By Hannah Göke and Melina Kreter 

 

 

 



 

                                              Being with me 

  Nature welcomes me, hugs me kindly. 

I close my eyes, and free my mind. 

Sitting in silence I try to find, 

Calmness, 

Let the past and fear behind. 

 

Let the breeze in, 

Feel it in your heart, feel it on your skin. 

 

Nature brings me soft solitude every day, 

Helps me take my worries away, 

To find a place to hide away, 

To think about my future‘s way. 

 

Let the breeze in, 

Feel it in your heart, feel it on your skin.  

 

 

 

      By Janina Müller,  

Alina Agovic and Franziska Günther 

 

 

 

 

      



  Favourite Place  

By Pascal Schmitt 

 

 

 
  

 

Notwithstanding the abundance of space 

In the universe is infinite 

There is only one place 

Entitled to be the one 

 

It is where the fire flows 

The earth floats 

The water glows 

And air braces 

 

If you want to experience it 

You have to dive so deep 

Until you reach the highest summit 

 

You must be in the wasteland 

Until you saw every tree 

And count the grains of sand 

 

And just as not a pattern 

On the wings of a butterfly 

Is like the one of its neighbour, 

No place matches the magic o fit 

Let it be on ground or in the sky. 



A Day 

The sun rises on the horizon,  

Shedding light on our faces. 

A breeze passes, 

Light as a feather, 

Wakening our mind and 

Anticipating a new day. 

 

The sun shines at its highest point, 

Spreading its heat. 

We hide and jump in tall grasses, 

Watch spiders creating their webs and 

Running in circles 

Without a clear mind. 

 

The sun sets below the horizon, 

The night takes over, 

The stars appear: 

In this peaceful atmosphere 

We fall asleep, 

Embracing the world of dreams. 

 

By Svenja Hermann and Dorothea Wichmann 

 

  

 

 

 



Asparagus in the distance 

 

How does one know summer is here? 

How does one know the sun is here to stay? 

 

When walking down the street 

The smell 

The feel 

The warmth 

That’s how one knows we’re in for a treat. 

 

But the symbol of summer is not only that. 

The symbol of summer is far simpler. 

 

Asparagus in the distance 

That’s what makes it clear 

Asparagus in the distance tells us summer is here.              By Alison Nix 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Lost In The Ocean 

What if I get lost in the ocean? 

Where nobody can see 

What if I would stop the motion? 

Could I finally be free? 

   

Stranded on an island 

Surrounded by beautiful silence 

Only the waves crashing in the distance 

And seagulls mocking people for their existence 

 

 

 

 


